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#1 REMOTE SALES FORCE
AUTOMATION

Regardless of location, you can do
estimates, record orders, record
invoices, manage the shipping, analyse
third parties and other features, all of
which are supported in a workflow

The fact that this application is 100%
web allows the salesperson send an
estimate by email anytime, anywhere
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#2 CUSTOMER CARE
ANYWHERE

Allow vendors to find potential new
customers, record quote requests,
consult the current account of the
customer from outside the office

Updated customer information and new
leads are automatically forwarded to
your sales team, maximizing
productivity
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#3REMOTE ACCOUNTING &
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

Financial process automation, which results in a
fast, secure and efficient integration, fulfilling
the comapny's legal obligations

Manage invoicing to customers and suppliers

Manage agent and salesperson commissions

High level of automation, improving efficiency
and error prevention
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#4 MANAGEMENT OF YOUR
HUMAN RESOURCE

Manage all elements related to employees 

Define a fixed work schedule or work schedule by shifts

Edit and make automatic salary processing for all
employees

Salary payment by SEPA by bank transfer and meal card
payments

Manage e-training courses attendance and assessment
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#5 CONTROL STOCKS &
PURCHASES AT HOME

A fast and efficient system capable of
supporting the decision to buy, what, from,
whom and what quantities at anywhere

Consult suppliers, get responses and have the
supplier order registration integrated with the
rest of your stock and purchase control process

With just one click request estimates from
various suppliers by email and consult them in
a simple and practical way
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#6MAKE YOUR
WMS 4.0 MOBILE

Analyse inventory in a simple and efficacious way,
automatically calculate the total quantity and total
value of different product types

Easily update and record inventory data after
performing a calculation

Manage stocks in a cost-effective way, taking into
account minimum stock, safety stock, point of order,
quantity discounts and much more

Reduce costs of the warehouse through mobile solution
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#7 PLAN PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES
ON YOUR SHOP FLOOR

View production status online

Update information on job orders

Real-time indexing of production start
and end

Load analysis and resource availability

Horizontal and vertical planning on Gantt
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#8PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
AND INDUSTRIAL CONTROL

Local or remote supervision, multi-factory

Actual information about the status of the machine operation

Identification of employees who are working on the machine

Analyzing productive vs. unproductive time

Web-based data collection

SCADA 3D of plant layout on your mobile phone
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#9 ANALYSIS WITH
INTERACTIVE DASHBOARDS

Dynamic and interactive reporting tool
that allows easy access to all the
important data in all the business
areas

Analysis in real time in order to
optimize production performance and
efficiency, contribution to a company’s
continuous improvement

Make the right decisions with the right
tools at home
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#10BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Real-time key information

Detect deviations and irregularities

Measure critical data

Increase profitability

The results can be displayed
analytically and graphically using
any device: PC, Tablet, Smartphone
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